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OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT:

I. The resources available in the natural environment can be utilized in the production of works of art. There are three main sources in nature that artist rely on for the 
creation of various artifacts. The sources are ; Plant sources, animal sources and Mineral sources; This project will focus on plant sources by way of fibers in creating 
decorative items. has use for natural resources in blended learning in the post-COVID Visual Arts classroom; 
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II. The main aim of this statement of intent was to investigate the appropriateness of implementing the principles of a blended learning in the post-COVID visual arts 
classroom with the use of natural resources. In developing this statement there were two major motivations in researching and developing the use of natural resources 
in blended learning in a secondary school program that utilized current information communication and technology ( I.C.T) with the National Standards Curriculum 
(N.S.C) has practices. First, there is limited feedback reported in the way that critical and historical areas of the National Standards Curriculum  and the Visual Arts 
syllabus (2009) are taken up in the context of e-mail learning in art education. The use of mediation in art education is also limited. (What do I hope to achieve?)

III.Secondly; the researcher as a practicing secondary Visual Arts teacher believed that authentic practitioner provides students with opportunities for deeper engagement
by way of offline work sheets-Visual Arts golden pack. A blended learning approach to programming, gives students the opportunities to engage in meaningful E-mail 
interactions with teachers and school in the google classroom online environment. The ability to have complementary or offline Visual Arts golden pack experiences 
actual artworks and worksheets being produced in whats-app groups and highlighting the importance of the process.

Thirdly; Blended learning in the post-COVID Visual Arts classroom with the use of natural resources is related to project-based learning and E-mail interactions with 
school administrations and principals who administer the program where cognitive ideas from Vygotsky( 1978) and the broader educational field are linked in a 
practical way to learning. The relevance of Vygotsky’s work binds the theoretical notions of such authors as Arthur Eland(2002), Kerry Freedman (2003) and Graham 
Sullivan (1993), who have explained Vygotsky’s work and made it relevant for contemporary art education. The importance of placing art education  at the center of 
cognition is best explained by Efland’s (2002) integrated theory approach and the emphasis on learning through meaning making.

DESCRIPTION OF INTENDED WORK:

I. This intention of producing-  research;   cotton cord key chain sticks in mediation between artists and teacher and students for making meaning become the central 
premises of learning and discovery of new ideas.

II. The significant qualities of the outcome produce will show the use of natural resources in cognitive ideas from Vygotsky (1978) and the broader educational field is 
linked to educational instruction in Visual Arts by way of theories and practices, but only effective strategies was learn, not music or drama
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III. The Outcomes relate to previous works through the cognitive theory of Vygotsky (1978) provided the ideas in the practice of use in natural resources for avenues to 
make useful connections to their emergent nature of qualitative investigations of online interactions through e-mail organizations and assessment feedback and 
consequent data results.

THE RESEARCH:

I. The key idea used to focus on -  reserach   ;   the use of natural resources are the importance of mediation-art teacher facilitating dialogue and the exchange of knowledge 
by stimulating opinions through what the viewer sees and the associations they make with the work directly in front of them;  or e-mal and worksheets in the subject of
visual arts and its potential for cognitive transformation are areas for further research as contemporary modes of learning that are blended or online are not evident in
recent use of natural resources.

II. The ideas in research or the interpretation evaluation of information and ideas are used on the; use of natural resources for the development information of a cotton 
cord key chain based on Gilly Salmon’s five -stage online learning model (2002), took shape in the researcher’s or teacher own teaching context, utilizing existing 
school resources. 

III.  The key references in standard academic format for use in locating my ideas are objectives such as demonstrating students perception of there use of natural 
resources experience on worksheets online; evaluating outcomes in form of work samples for development in research; To evaluate communication socially and 
interactions with an art practitioner; the three objectives mirrored the online work Ken Kyba, linda Selby and Mandia Mentis (2002) -Teaching Standards; Guiding 
principles; Performance /evidence and marks from evidence broken down  in to what they say was given  or “descriptors” which are then rewarded as scores ,points 
and feedback.
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METHODOLOGY:/INTENT;ACTION

I. This research used a mixed method approach to data gathering, analysis and investigation. Such as; researcher-design/ teacher worksheet exit slip, quiz questions, art 
samples and student reflection statements; coding and observation was used to isolate and investigate salient student teacher and artist online dialogue.

II. The materials intended to use are preliminary conclusions to demonstrate the significant impact of the use of natural resources in blended learning in the Visual Arts 
secondary setting and the formative nature of evaluation of the N.S.C program; recommendations are offered to the school’s visual arts department and for future 
research.

III. A background may show competence in research when developed by the researcher in the inquiries into the notions of construtivism, technology and higher order 
thinking in Visual Arts education and using the visual arts as the subject of blended or online learning; an  visual arts participating in a constructivist  experiences 
within education,
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